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Powerful technology solutions for 

events, meetings and members

Membership

Registration & Badges

Programme/Agenda

Scanning

Exhibition

Mobile App

Digital Marketing

Services



OUR CLIENT

LOCATIONS





The European Society 

for Organ Transplantation







3,671

1,520

4,000

1,872Abstracts Processed

Registrations



ECOSYSTEM
Introduced hundreds of unique technology solutions initiatives to the 

conference from over 20 different suppliers (many were direct competitors)

Created a structure that would be conducive let innovation happen







NEW CHALLENGE
Deliver a new vision: 

Create a character that would become the Storyteller



Choose a name for the #ESOT2017 mascot

Have you met our Storyteller? It’s the mascot of #ESOT2017 
but it doesn’t have a name yet…

Many of you submitted your suggestions and now it’s time to 
vote and choose a name for our mascot! Click below to vote!    

VOTE FOR YOUR FAVOURITE NAME!









https://vimeo.com/241851043

https://vimeo.com/241851043
https://vimeo.com/241851043


Cooperative competition

COOPETITION

Competition makes us faster; 

collaboration makes us better



Work together on what 

everyone does

Compete where you add 

unique value

Other words for 

coopetition:

Cooperation

Collaboration

Teamwork

Joint effort

Working together

COOPETITION



HOW DID 

WE DO IT? As a way of living

Inspire

Empower

Lead change

Share your vision
Create results

Be the change



HOW DID 

WE DO IT? As an attitude

Safe space

Take chances

Be foolish

Vulnerability



HOW DID 

WE DO IT?

Win-win,

or there is no deal!

Win-win is a situation in 

which all participants have 

benefits in some way



HOW DID 

WE DO IT?

SCARCITY vs ABUNDANCE

Fear-based

Limited resources

Problem-focused

Kills abundance

Open-minded

Abundant resources

Possibility focused

Plenty



There is enough food for everyone!





To follow is also to lead

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fW8amMCVAJQ&t=1s 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fW8amMCVAJQ&t=1s


Vulnerability is 

the only bridge to 

build connection
The Dalai Lama



INFINITE games

Come from scarcity

Objective is to “win”

The point is to compete

Sticks to the terms of the contract

GAMING THEORY

FINITE games

Come from abundance

Objective is to cooperate

Goal is to continue playing

Goes beyond what is said in the contract



Work-life balance

LIFEWORKING
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